
 

Query: Exploit our rich archive of geometric & radiometric corrected EO, SAR and
RF data or access our tailored analytics products

Task: Task our InSpace Digital Live system to deliver timely, geolocated raw or
processed data

Simulation: Develop your application in a simulated environment that is
representative of our operational InSpace Digital Live system

Orbit: Validate, upload or execute your application on our Operational InSpace
Digital Live system with the support of our service delivery team

InSpace Digital

Azalea/InSpace Digital, currently in build, launching 2024
Contact us: info@in-space.co.uk

in-space.co.uk

A sophisticated, flexible, reprogrammable multi-sensor ground and space system
delivering plug-and-play EO, SAR and RF data to multiple users for a range of
applications.

Azalea 
TM



InSpace Digital

In-Space Missions, a wholly owned subsidiary of BAE Systems Ltd, are world class experts who design, build
and operate physical and digital space missions for global customers from our site in the UK.

www.in-space.co.uk

 In-Space Missions is working with BAE Systems to provide the capability to design,
build, launch and operate their Azalea satellites. Azalea is a multi-sensor 4
satellite constellation that will be launched into low Earth orbit in 2024 to deliver
high-quality information and intelligence in real time.  Azalea Digital can be
reprogrammed to use the multiple optical payloads and the RF multi-band and
wide band collect system on three of the spacecraft, along with the SAR payload
on the fourth, to generate pre-processed value added data or actionable
information to users. The Azalea full capability consists of a large constellation of
satellites operating in small clusters of three or four satellites. The clusters will be
positioned in a variety of low earth orbits that will enable a high revisit / data
refresh rate at any point on the globe. 
The system includes inter-satellite links between the spacecraft, precision timing
and metrology, and intersatellite links via GEO for low volume data and tasking. 

Azalea

We foster a flexible service allowing customers and partners to access data
via our platform and develop and deploy applications to the space segment. 

A data agnostic language is used allowing easy export of data directly to
existing systems for integration with third-party data sets, increasing the
operational scope of the system to multiple sectors.
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Key use cases
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